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22ND ERA (1450 – 1401 BC): 22ND SIGN CRUX “EVIL PREVAILS: UPRIGHT CUT OFF”
STAR PROPHECY

Crux has the Hebrew name Adom which means
‘Cut-Off’. The sign is in the shape of the Roman
Cross (and the Hebrew letter Tau).
Star names have been lost.
Coalsack is the most prominent dark nebula in
the sky. A dark nebula is a dark patch in the
otherwise bright Milky Way. It is caused by
interstellar dust so thick star light cannot shine
through it.
Crux is located in the deep south of the stellar
sky. It is sometimes called the ‘Southern Cross’
because it is only visible south of the equator.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

While Joshua was alive the tribes of Israel feared the
LORD and obeyed His commands. But the moment
the Israelites got their hands on their own lands and
Joshua died and the last elders who out-lived Joshua
died, the people reverted to idol-worship. They had
conquered Canaan only to become Canaanites!
It was the fastest and greatest apostasy ever.
1445 BC Holy Land Conquered
1444 BC Holy Land Divided
1443 BC Joshua dies
1442 BC Last elders who out-lived Joshua die

There is a strong Christian connection to this sign
but it could apply to any people who declare
faith in God but behave abominably.

1441 BC People return to idols

It is a very bad sign: those who boast in the
Cross, emblazon the Cross on their shields, and
decorate their churches with Crosses yet behave
with the most extreme sinfulness in fact deny the
Lord Jesus Christ in every thought, word, and
deed. Beyond hypocrisy: it is apostasy.

“You have not obeyed my voice: therefore I will not
drive them out before you; they will be thorns in your
side, and their gods will be a snare” (Judges 2 v 3)

1440 BC Boikim: Angel of the LORD speaks

Israel sold to King of Mesopotamia for eight years;
1439 BC Othniel son of Caleb’s brother judges Israel
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